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Abstract: Condensation frosting is a type of icing encountered ubiquitously in our daily lives.
Understanding the dynamics of condensation frosting is essential in developing effective technologies
to suppress frost accretions that compromise heat transfer and system integrity. Here, we present
an experimental study on ice dendrite growth atop a single frozen drop, an important step affecting
the subsequent frosting process, and the properties of fully-developed frost layers. We evaluate the
effect of natural convection by comparing the growth dynamics of ice dendrites on the surface of
a frozen drop with three different orientations with respect to gravity. The results show that both
the average deposition rate and its spatial variations are profoundly altered by surface orientations.
Such behavior is confirmed by a numerical simulation, showing how gravity-assisted (hindered)
vapor diffusion yields the deposition outcomes. These findings benefit the optimization of anti-/de-
frosting technologies and the rational design of heat exchangers.

Keywords: condensation frosting; ice drop; dendrite growth; natural convection

1. Introduction

Icing, in the form of condensation frosting, is one of the most pervasive types of
phase-change phenomena encountered in nature and industrial processes. While, phe-
nomenologically, it might be trivial and slow, the undesired accretions of frost have a list of
detrimental impacts in many practical scenarios. For HVAC&R systems, frost layers engen-
der a non-negligible thermal resistance due to densely packed micrometer-sized air pockets
and, thus, inhibit heat transfer in heat exchangers, resulting in an extra energy consumption
of up to 50−75% [1–4]. In cryosurgery and biochemical engineering, the contamination
induced by frosting on test samples is recognized as a critical issue [5]. Frost accretions also
compromise the operational performance of key facilities in power plants, infrastructure,
and aviation industries [6–8]. During the past few decades, a great deal of effort has been
devoted to developing effective methods to promote rapid frost removal or to suppress
frost growth, referred to as “de-frosting” [9–11] and “anti-frosting” [12–14], respectively.
In particular, surface designs by tailoring surface chemistry and topography to achieve
so-called “icephobicity” [15–19] have shown many advantages, as these methods do not
rely on intensive energy and resource inputs. However, the durability and sustainability of
such surface designs are still in doubt [20,21], and mitigating the frosting problem is still a
long-term goal.

Understanding the dynamics in condensation frosting and revealing the associated
physics is an important step for the development of new anti-/de-frosting technologies.
Figure 1 shows a typical condensation frosting process, consisting of five sequential
stages [22,23]: (1) heterogeneous condensation nucleation occurred at the air-substrate
interface; (2) growth and coalescences of condensate drops; (3) freezing of individual drops
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and frost spreading through ice bridging; (4) growth of ice dendrites atop frozen drops
(as highlighted); and (5) collapses of ice dendrites and densification. Owing to the devel-
opment of new probing technologies in recent years, great advances in the fundamental
understanding of condensation frosting have been achieved. These include microscopic
characterizations of nucleation kinetics in both condensation and icing [24–26], ice bridging
dynamics [15,27,28], and in-plane growth of ice dendrites [18,29,30]. Based on Fletcher’s
classical nucleation theory (CNT) [29,31,32], condensation frosting is more favorable than
desublimation in most supercooling conditions. A simple fact is thus revealed: ice dendrites
grow only on frozen condensate, while letting the inter-drop gaps remain dry. Therefore,
investigating how ice dendrites grow on top of frozen condensate drops becomes very
important, as this stage determines substantially the properties of the fully developed
frost layer.

Figure 1. Schematic of the five sequential stages in a typical condensation frosting process [22,23].
The highlighted stage depicts the focus of this work.

Unfortunately, very little information is currently available on the quantitative charac-
terization of the growth of ice dendrites atop frozen condensate drops. Here, we employ a
direct experimental method to study the growth dynamics of ice dendrites atop a frozen
water drop. To mimic the behavior of condensate drops, a millimeter-sized deionized
water drop is deposited and frozen on a supercooled substrate. Once the drop completes
freezing, ice dendrites start to grow at the ice-air interface, driven by a diffusion-controlled
deposition with continuous vapor feeding from the ambient air. Thus, the rate of depo-
sition can be used to evaluate quantitatively the growth speed of ice dendrites. Natural
convection, sometimes ignored in convectional studies on condensation frosting, assists
or hinders the transfer of water molecules in the air, and plays an important role in the
growth of ice dendrites. Thereby, frosting outcomes atop a frozen drop are profoundly
different if the supercooled substrate is aligned to different orientations with respect to the
gravitational acceleration. This hypothesis was subsequently supported by a numerical
simulation, showing that natural convection affects the concentration distribution of water
vapor, which in turn changes the rate of deposition, i.e., the outcome of ice dendrite growth.

2. Experimental Section

We built up a customized experimental setup to observe directly the growth of ice
dendrites atop a frozen water drop. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup schematically,
which was comprised of a rotating cooling stage, a sample substrate, and a visualization
unit. The rotating cooling stage was designed to perform two functions: delicate control of
the substrate temperature at a fixed degree of supercooling while adjusting the substrate
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orientation with respect to gravity. The supercooling temperature was obtained using a
dual-stage thermal controller, where stage_1 was a copper-based heat sink connected to
a coolant circulator, and stage_2 was a Peltier element, the performance of which was
modulated using a LabVIEW data acquisition (DAQ) module. The rotating arm which
held the cooling stage was mounted on the optical table. Its three cantilever beams could
adjust in-plane positions spontaneously, and thus the substrate orientation. The sample
substrate was a smooth copper plate made of commercially available copper of 99.9%
purity. Note that a side-view observation of drop behaviors became more phenomenal if
the static contact angle was relatively large. We deliberately conducted the present study
on a hydrophobic surface. An original copper plate, after going through standard polishing
and pre-cleaning protocols, was silanized via chemical vapor depositing a monolayer of
a fluorinated silane (trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint
Louis, MO, USA). The prepared substrate was then bonded on the center area of the cooling
stage with a thin layer of thermal paste applied to minimize thermal contact resistance.
The visualization unit, comprising a sCMOS camera (PCO 4.2edge, Munich, Germany), a
microscopic lens, and an LED array, was employed to record the growth dynamics of ice
dendrites on a frozen drop for later analysis.

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. The substrate temperature, the ambient temperature,
and relative humidity were maintained at −15 ± 0.1 ◦C, 18 ± 0.2 ◦C, and 30 ± 5%, respectively.

This experiment was conducted in an environment exposed to natural convection in
laboratory conditions. The room temperature and humidity were maintained at 18 ± 0.2 ◦C
and 30 ± 5%, respectively. At the beginning of the experiment, a deionized water drop,
with a fixed volume of 12 ± 0.2 µL, was gently deposited onto the substrate. Then, the
substrate, together with the cooling stage, was rotated to a preset orientation (horizontal,
vertical, and inverted). Afterward, the substrate temperature decreased rapidly, and its
magnitude was stabilized and maintained at −15 ± 0.1 ◦C in less than 20 s. The moment
when the deposited drop completed freezing, i.e., formation of a singular tip [33,34], was
considered the onset of ice dendrite growth, i.e., t0 = 0.

3. Results and Discussions

Unlike solid ice, ice dendrites are assemblies of microscale branch-like crystals, and
can thus reflect more light, yielding a brighter physical appearance. Therefore, boundaries
between the frozen drop and ice dendrites can be readily detected. Figure 3 shows dynami-
cally the growth of ice dendrites atop a frozen drop from the moment the drop completes
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freezing to a relatively stable growing state over a duration of 120 s. Note that the collapse
of ice dendrites due to gravity becomes inevitable in the late frosting stage, leading to
the so-called frost densification process, which has been studied extensively in the litera-
ture [35,36]. The straight dash-dot line indicates the axis of symmetry, while the dashed
line indicates the profile of the frozen drop when the substrate is horizontally orientated.

Figure 3. Growth dynamics of ice dendrites atop a frozen water drop placed on a (a) horizontally,
(b) inverted, and (c) vertically orientated supercooled substrate.

For a horizontally orientated substrate as shown in Figure 3a, the frozen drop tran-
sits from a truncated sphere to a conical shape due to the expansion of water upon
freezing [34,37]. At the early stage of 0~30 s, detectable dendrites grow all over the upper
portion of the frozen drop, where the smooth ice–air interface becomes rough due to the
presence of ice embryos. A considerably larger growth rate occurs at the singular tip,
named the “global peak”. At the later stage of 30~60 s, ice dendrites grow significantly
faster near a certain distance away from the singular tip, yielding two secondary “local
peaks”. The growth of ice dendrites is suppressed between the gaps of “global peak” and
“local peaks”, yielding depletion zones. At the last stage of 60~120 s, the upper portion of
the frozen drop is covered with an appreciable amount of ice dendrites, and the growth
amount decreases as it descends along the ice–air interface. For an inverted substrate as
shown in Figure 3b, the frozen drop is slightly prolonged along the vertical direction due
to the effect of gravity. At the early stage of 0~30 s, the ice–air interface also becomes
rough due to the presence of ice embryos, similarly to the horizontal case. However, the
growth rate of ice dendrites is so small that we could barely detect the increment of ice
dendrite growth with the exception of the “global peak” at the following stages of 30~60 s
and 60~120 s. For a vertically orientated substrate, as shown in Figure 3c, the frozen drop
is unsymmetrical as in the other two cases. The singular tip still exists with its location
shifting slightly downwards along the vertical direction. At the early stage of 0~30 s, the
upper portion (>50% of the drop, from the top leading edge to the singular tip) of the
frozen drop is covered with discrete slim ice dendrites. Unlike the other two cases, the
ice-air interface remains smooth at the bottom portion of the frozen drop, with no sign of
detectable ice embryo. The maximum growth rate is also observed at the singular tip. At
the following stages of 30~60 s and 60~120 s, ice dendrites gradually grow and cover the
upper portion of the frozen drop, where the growth rate is relatively uniform, and thus, the
difference between the global peak and local peak is insignificant. Ice embryos eventually
start to emerge at the ice–air interface of the bottom portion. Note that we are neglecting the
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topological features of ice dendrites and instead only focusing on the size of ice dendrites
at specific locations and how it changes for the varying orientations of the substrate.

To obtain a quantitative description of the growth of ice dendrites atop a frozen drop,
we adopted a MATLAB-based image processing program for the subsequent data analysis.
Shown in Figure 4 is an example illustrating how the amount of deposition, i.e., the growth
of ice dendrites, is extracted from a snapshot of one experiment (t = 60 s for a horizontally
orientated substrate used for the demo). The image processing program consists of three
sequential steps: (1) an image calculation is processed by subtracting the background,
which is the snapshot at the moment when the main drop completes freezing t = 0 s;
(2) a proper grey value is chosen as the threshold, based on which the calculated image
is transformed into a binary, i.e., grey value of 0 or 255 for the dark background and ice
dendrites, respectively; and (3) by dividing the contact line into several columns, we can
obtain the amount of deposition as a function of base location and time, Qice = ρice h(r,t),
with ρice being the density of ice, and h the average height of ice dendrites in each column.
Thereby, the amount of deposition Qice can be described in terms of g/mm2, i.e., weight
per unit area along the ice-air interface.

Figure 4. An example showing how the amount of deposition atop a single frozen drop is calculated
from direct experimental captures using a MATLAB-based image processing approach.

Figure 5 shows the amount of deposition calculated for three different surface ori-
entations. Each group of data is obtained based on 12~14 individual measurements. For
a horizontally orientated substrate, as shown in Figure 5a, the maximum amount of de-
position (approx. 162 µg/mm2) occurs at the singular tip, and the amount of deposition
is axial symmetric throughout the whole deposition process. Two local peaks and their
companied depletion zones emerge at the stage of 30~60 s. However, as the deposition
continues, local peaks coalesce into the global peak, and the depletion zones disappear
at the stage of 60~120 s. Finally, the amount of deposition decreases monotonically from
the singular tip down to the drop edges. For an inverted substrate as shown in Figure 5b,
the amount of deposition is much smaller than that of the other two cases. The maximum
amount of deposition (approx. 49 µg/mm2) also occurs at the singular tip. However, the
amount of deposition decreases drastically away from the singular tip, and there is no sign
of a detectable local peak. For a vertically orientated substrate as shown in Figure 5c, the
amount of deposition is asymmetric along the contact line, and its maximum value (approx.
171 µg/mm2) at the singular tip is slightly larger than that of the adjacent area in the upper
portion of the frozen drop. Unlike that of the horizontally orientated substrate, there is
only one local peak that also coalesces into the global peak at the stage of 60~120 s. From
the singular tip (at r/r0 ≈ −0.2) to a certain distance (at r/r0 ≈ 0.8) in the upper portion of
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the frozen drop, an appreciable large amount of deposition occurs, while its magnitude
decreases drastically away from this region.

Figure 5. Variation of the amount of deposition against the contact radius for the cases of a horizon-
tally (a), inverted (b), and vertically (c) orientated substrate, respectively. r0 is the contact radius.
Each group of data is computed based on 12−14 individual measurements.

To explain why the surface orientation has such a strong impact on the growth of ice
dendrites atop a frozen drop, the problem is simplified to the deposition of water vapor on
the ice-air interface. Note that we neglect the intrinsic anisotropic dendrite growth due to
the molecule structure of ice [38], and instead only focus on mass transfer in the gaseous
phase. As shown in Figure 6a, the physics is formulated into a binary (i.e., water vapor in
the air) diffusion problem under natural convection conditions.
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Figure 6. Modeling details and results. (a) Schematic of the computing domain and the boundary
conditions. (b–d) Show the distribution of water vapor pressure for the three substrate alignments.

First, similar to the case of evaporation [39,40], we assume that a laminar sublayer
δ exists in the vicinity of the supercooled substrate, where the concentration of water
vapor changes drastically from the saturated concentration at the ice–air interface to the
equilibrium concentration in the ambient air. In this work, we choose δ = 10r0 which
defines the space for calculation. Note that in this problem, the vapor diffusion is intrin-
sically induced by the temperature difference. As the characteristic time for heat transfer

t ∼ δ2
/

α ∼ 10−1 s, with α = 1 × 10−5 m2/s being thermal diffusivity of vapor, is much
smaller than the observation time ~120 s, we can assume that the deposition occurs in a
pseudo-steady state. A finite element method (FEM) based commercial software (COMSOL
Multiphysics 4.3a) was adopted to solve the following coupled governing equations for a
steady laminar flow [41]:

Momentum equation for x, y components:

u
∂u
∂x

+ v
∂u
∂y

= − 1
ρavg

∂P
∂x

+
µ

ρavg

(
∂2u
∂x2 +

∂2u
∂y2

)
(1)

u
∂v
∂x

+ v
∂v
∂y

= − 1
ρavg

∂P
∂y

+
µ

ρavg

(
∂2v
∂x2 +

∂2v
∂y2

)
+ gβ(T − T∞) (2)

Energy equation:

u
∂T
∂x

+ v
∂T
∂y

= α

(
∂2T
∂x2 +

∂2T
∂y2

)
(3)

Concentration equation:

u
∂c
∂x

+ v
∂c
∂y

= D
(

∂2c
∂x2 +

∂2c
∂y2

)
(4)

where β is the coefficient of thermal expansion at Tavg = (TS + T∞)/2, and D = 2.6 × 10 −5 m2/s
is the diffusivity of water molecules in air at room temperature. Note that we adopt the
Boussinesq approximation [42,43], i.e., density ρ = (ρS + ρ∞)/2 is constant except in the
last term of y-momentum in Equation (2), ρ = ρ∞

1
1+β(T−T∞)

. We also assume that the
mixture (water vapor and air) obeys the ideal gas law, giving c = Pw M/RT, where M is
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the molar weight of water, PW is the vapor partial pressure, and R is the universal gas
constant [15,40].

Figure 6b–d show the computed results of vapor pressure for the horizontally, ver-
tically, and inverted orientated surfaces, respectively. As the growth of ice dendrites is
considered as the diffusion-controlled deposition of water vapor, the concentration gradi-
ent, i.e., the density of constant vapor pressure lines, can be used to evaluate the growth
rate of ice dendrites. The maximum concentration gradient occurs at the singular tip for a
horizontally orientated substrate and in a region from the singular tip to a certain distance
in the upper portion of the frozen drop for a vertically orientated substrate. Geometrical
singularities, such as the tips, naturally induce large gradients of local vapor pressure, and
thus strong vapor fluxes, making them preferential sites for the deposition. This behavior
is completely analogous to the way how a lightning rod works, i.e., by providing the
fastest path for the passing of electrical charges. The concentration gradient for an inverted
substrate is much smaller than the other cases. Note that this model does not include
any moving interfaces, such as how the ice dendrites formed in an earlier stage affect the
subsequent vapor deposition, and thus the formation of local peaks and depletion zones
cannot be described. Similar results have been obtained at the substrates with topological
features instead of attached frozen drops [44–47], where the contribution of gravity is
excluded. The role of gravity is quite clear in this work, i.e., it promotes the deposition
when it occurs along with gravity, while it hinders or retards the deposition when it occurs
against gravity.

To further elaborate the concept in this work, we also investigated the growing dynam-
ics of ice dendrites at different supercooling temperatures. When the substrate temperature
Ts is of a smaller degree of supercooling (Ts = −10 ± 0.1 ◦C), as shown in Figure 7a, vapor
transfer is at least partially dominated by diffusion, which is independent of gravity. Ice
dendrites grow both on the upper and bottom portions of the frozen drop at the late stage of
our interest t = 120 s. However, at the larger degree of supercooling (Ts = −20 ± 0.1 ◦C) as
shown in Figure 7b, natural convection is significantly overcoming diffusion, and thus ice
dendrites grow much faster at the upper portion of the frozen drop where vapor transfers
along with gravity. On the contrary, ice dendrites grow much slower at the bottom portion
of the frozen drop where vapor transfers against gravity.

Figure 7. Growth dynamics of ice dendrites atop a frozen water drop placed on a vertically orientated
substrate at (a) Ts = −10 ± 0.1 ◦C, and (b) Ts = −20 ± 0.1 ◦C.

In many practical scenarios, such as frosting on cryogenics and refrigeration heat
exchangers, ice dendrites grow on top of densely packed micrometer-sized condensate
drops, and thus an in situ observation of ice dendrites growing atop a single frozen drop is
difficult. This work provides some guidance on how ice dendrites grow in such scenarios.
Figure 8 shows the frosting behavior in a commercial freezer when exposing the chamber to
warm humid ambient air for 2 h. The growth of ice dendrites atop condensate drops located
at the ceiling, sidewall, and bottom of the chamber can be anticipated based on the concept
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from this work. Note that the growth of ice dendrites atop condensate drops determines
subsequent frosting steps, and thus properties of fully developed frosting layers, such as
packing density and thermal conductivity.

Figure 8. A practical scenario (frosting in a home freezer when leaving the chamber open for 2 h)
chosen to illustrate the effect of substrate orientation on the growth of ice dendrites atop a frozen
drop and the resultant profile of the frost layer.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we perform an experimental study on the growth of ice dendrites atop a
single frozen drop, an important step affecting the subsequent frosting and properties of
fully developed frost layers. We evaluate the effects of natural convection by comparing
the growing dynamics of ice dendrites on frozen drops with three different surface orien-
tations. The results show that both the average deposition rate and its spatial variation
are profoundly altered by surface orientations. We also constructed a numerical model
showing how gravity assists or hinders the diffusion of water vapor, resulting in different
deposition outcomes. We believe that results obtained in this paper can shed light on the
fundamental understanding of condensation frosting and the formation of other forms
of ice, such as ice particles, snow, graupel, and hail. This work also benefits the rational
design of anti-/de-frosting technologies in heat exchangers.
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